**PRODUCT DESCRIPTION**

1M Display Port Cable with gold shell connectors

DisplayPort (DP) Cable is a high-definition digital audio video cable for computing displays, graphic cards and laptops.

It is expected to replace DVI and VGA. Display Port is considered the HDMI™ equivalent for computers, providing both high-definition digital audio and video via one cable.

With the DisplayPort Cable, you can:

- View movies and photos at 1080p picture clarity on your computer monitor
- Have a smaller connector footprint compared to DVI and VGA on your desktop

Future-proof yourself when DVI and VGA are slowly phased out and DP adoption increases

---

**FEATURES**

- Provides both digital video and audio in one cable
- Provides up to 1080p resolution with digital audio
- Smaller connector footprint than either DVI or VGA
- Supports HDCP (High-Definition Content Protection)
- Supports colour depth of 6, 8, 10, 12, and 16 bits per component
- Available in 1m, 2m, 3m, 5m and 10m lengths